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1. Managed Integrity Evaluation
The Company
Managed Integrity Evaluation is the market leader in Background Screening in Southern Africa. Established in 1988 as the very
first commercial Background Screening Company, MIE has amassed a wealth of experience and revolutionized technology
systems required to be the most reputable vetting company in South Africa and Africa alike.
Key to MIE’s unbridled success has been the company’s uncompromising commitment to providing a focused and cost-effective
Background Screening service of the highest quality.
EOH Holdings Limited acquired 100% shares of MIE in November 2014.

About EOH
EOH Holdings Limited is the largest ICT services organization in Africa and provides technology, knowledge services and endto-end solutions to clients in all industry verticals.
As a large Enterprise Level 2 B-BBEE contributor, EOH is committed to driving economic and social change and plays a leading
role in sustainable transformation.
Listed in 1998, EOH attributes its 44% compounded annual growth to a culture of remaining prudent, and not just meeting,
but exceeding, customer expectations.

2. National Qualifications Register (NQR®)
The National Qualifications Register (NQR®) is an electronic register, resident on a computerized database, and has been
trademarked as a product by MIE. The NQR® was established in an ongoing effort to optimize the accuracy and speed of
qualification verifications. The NQR® consists of simple register entries linking individuals to their qualifications and indicating
the institution and year of graduation.
Qualification verification has become a seamless and cost effective process through MIE. Established in October 2000, the NQR®
has upwards of 3,825,440 million student qualification entries and is being actively used in the marketplace. To date, almost all
of South Africa’s leading Institutions and several independent colleges, subscribe to the register.
Subscribing Institutions provide the NQR® with all qualifications obtained by their students in an electronic format and all
qualification records are supplied on an ongoing basis, typically after graduation ceremonies. This provision process is easily
implemented with minimum technical intervention. In many cases the procedural requirements of the NQR ® are already
defined.
On average over 8 500 qualifications are verified on the NQR® monthly. Subscribing to the NQR® is as easy as extracting the
student data in the specified format and sending it to MIE to upload onto the registry.
The NQR® was created as a direct result of a highly competitive job market, spiraling unemployment and a booming market in
fraudulent qualifications, coupled with a determined drive by businesses to counter corruption and uphold workforce standards.
Traditional verification methods are struggling to cope with market demand. MIE currently performs qualification verifications
for its clients via numerous Institutions, including yours, either telephonically or by email. This is a time consuming exercise,
often resulting in a competing candidate being placed first, purely because their qualification was verified faster.
The intent of the NQR® is purely to perform qualification verification without having to contact the institutions directly. The
NQR® does not compete with legislated organisations and their products (e.g. SAQA and the NQF), or educational institutions
themselves.
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NQR® Subscribing Institutions / volumes
NQR® Institution

No of NQR®
Records

Accounting Professional Training

NQR® Institution

36786

Cape Peninsula University of Technology

162336

Central University of Technology

45477

No of NQR®
Records

Tshwane University of Technology

201351

University of Cape Town

177990

University of Kwa-Zulu Natal

225652

Continuing Education University of Pretoria

312334

University of Pretoria

357606

Durban University of Technology

106834

University of South Africa

832644

University of the Free State

144619

Independent Institution of Education

33838

Management College of Southern Africa

594

Medical University of South Africa

9517

University of the Western Cape

82302

University of Venda

44729

Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University

144725

University of Zululand

22044

North West University

232421

University of Zululand 2006-Current

30417

Namibia University of Science & Technology

28863

Vaal University of Technology

55119

Rhodes University

70785

Vaal University of Technology (Old Records)

29250

Vista University

89669
78933

Stellenbosch University

232111

Technikon Border

4259

Walter Sisulu University

Technikon Eastern Cape

2672

Waterford Kamhlaba

Milpark Education

611

28952

Every time MIE verifies a qualification for a client, a fee becomes due to the Institution whose data was interrogated. The total
amount is payable at the end of each quarter.
NQR® Paid since 2001
R1,200,000

R1,000,000

R936,623

R1,013,891

R968,007

R940,239

R800,000

R600,000

R613,115

R595,943

R564,334

R419,495

R577,735

R371,695

R237,084

R149,494

R48,150

R5,150

R41,010

R200,000

R542,110

R400,000

R2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
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Africa Qualifications Register (AQR)
As the demand for Qualification Verification within Africa grows and the complexity of client requirements increases, it is
apparent that the same specialized, dedicated verification tools as used for NQR® are needed within Africa. A successful
verification service depends on its ability to verify massive volumes of information quickly, accurately and legally.
Similar to the NQR®, the AQR is an electronic register, resident on a computerized database. The register simply links individuals
to their qualifications, indicating the Institution and year of graduation.

Countries MIE operate in Africa
African Countries
A. Ghana

H. Zimbabwe

O. Mauritius

V. Angola

B. Nigeria

I. Botswana

P. Seychelles

W. Burundi

C. Kenya

J. Namibia

Q. Somalia

X. Malawi

D. Rwanda

K. Swaziland

R. Ethiopia

Y. Cameroun

E. Tanzania

L. Lesotho

S. South Sudan

Z. Cote d'Ivoire

F. Mozambique

M. Gambia

T. DR Congo

G. Zambia

N. Uganda

U. Senegal

3. MIE Systems
MIE understands the importance of credential verification and has over the years developed innovative products and
implemented new processes to make qualification verification quick, accurate and cost effective. Making use of electronic
verification ensures little to no disruption within our suppliers’ day to day operations.
Access to information is strictly controlled and cannot be accessed or tampered with by any employee at MIE. Staff members are
bound by a confidentiality agreement to ensure that no information is made available to the press or to any other unauthorized
person(s).

Methods of Electronic Verification for Qualification Suppliers
The National Qualifications Register (NQR®)
The National Qualifications Register (NQR®) is an electronic register, resident on a computerized database, and has been
branded as a product by MIE. The NQR® was established in an ongoing effort to optimize the accuracy and speed of qualification
verifications. The NQR® consists of simple register entries linking individuals to their qualifications, and indicating the institution
and year of graduation.

Integration
Integration is the process which aims to bring together two back-end systems, allowing data contained in both systems to
become part of a larger, more comprehensive system. Integration allows data to be shared quickly and accurately for each
request received.
Integration is implemented for fast and accurate credential verification. Integration is seen as ground-breaking technology as it
can play a vital role in performing qualification verifications without any human intervention. With this option, information
made available to MIE is strictly controlled and cannot be accessed or tampered with by any MIE employee.
Requests received from clients are sent via a web service. As soon as a request is verified and resulted it is sent back to MIE’s
propriety system.
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Suppliers currently integrated with MIE

.

Integration with the Department of Higher Education soon!
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eVer
eVer is a web-application designed to provide an additional avenue for qualification verification. eVer, also known as Electronic
Verification, allow for real-time communication between MIE and its suppliers.
The process begins as soon as a request for a supplier is released by MIE’s system:
 These requests can be viewed by the supplier via the eVer system.
 MIE will send system generated login details to the supplier. Once successfully logged in with details supplied, the
supplier can change the username and password.
 All requests received by MIE from clients will be uploaded onto eVer for a specific supplier to allow for qualifications to
be verified.
 eVer is a very secure way of conducting credential verification, with little to no human intervention from any MIE
employee.

System Security
MIE takes data security very seriously and have implemented stringent security measures:















MIE’s network is protected by a firewall from the internet.
MIE’s network sits behind a DMZ and is not directly accessible from the internet.
All websites and web services utilise SSL encryption to encrypt data transfer between the client and server.
All websites and web services are access controlled.
All data is stored in secured databases on secured servers. The databases are access controlled. No data is stored on a
desktop.
All documents and images are stored on secured servers. Access to these file servers are access controlled. No data is
stored on a desktop.
All servers and desktops are protected by Anti-Virus protection, Anti-Intrusion protection, Anti-Malware protection,
and a firewall.
All servers and desktops require Active Directory login credentials to access any network connected device. These login
credentials are specific to each user.
USB and optical drive access has been access controlled.
No unauthorised devices are allowed to connect and access MIE’s network.
All systems and applications require login credentials (separate from the Active Directory login credentials). These login
credentials are specific to each user.
Data viewable within these systems and applications is accessed controlled.
All inbound and outbound emails are archived.
Confidentiality Agreements are signed by ALL MIE Staff.

MIE Client Processing Systems
ePCV
ePCV is an electronic integration layer that allows our clients to both capture online inquiries in an extremely efficient manner,
and to view the verification progress of their own inquiries.
ePCV is MIE’s window to the technological world, and was constructed with high-tech building blocks called SOAP Web Services.
Each of these building blocks allows a client to perform a different qualification or other verification tasks.
Using standard web-browsers, authorized client users have the ability to request all verification types, and may view the status
of individual verification requests. The browser system also allows for online reports to be printed.
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SmartScreen®
SmartScreen® is a specialized browser for qualification orders. It connects to MIE, transmits orders via the Internet, logs our
client user on and off.
It also caters for the inclusion of fingerprints, documents, certificates, indemnities, and any other electronic item that you wish
to forward to MIE in support of the Personal Credential Verification request.
A unique feature to SmartScreen® is that a client has the option to login to the system in one of two modes:
 Online – Would mean that the user has internet connection.
 Offline – If no internet connectivity available, 24/7 internet connectivity is not required in order to load requests via
SmartScreen®.

4. MIE Operations
Volume Handling
At present MIE have 2,888 clients making use of qualification verifications daily.
Per Year

Per Month

Per day

2015

497,619

41,468

1,975

2016

491,522

40,960

1,950

TOTAL

989,141

82,428

3,925

*Qualification verification per year, month and day.

Turnaround Times
The Turnaround Times of qualification types are measured between the date and time that the enquiry was received by MIE,
and the date and time that the result is released.
SA Matric (Umalusi)
 Next business day
SA Matric (DOE)
 7 business days
SA Tertiary
 Next business day if on NQR®
 2 business days if not on NQR®
International Qualifications
 5-6 business days
African Qualifications
 10 business days

Result Definitions
1.

Positive

Qualification has been awarded to the candidate / Records found
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2.

Misrepresented

No records found for the candidate OR no records of completion found
3.

Fraudulent

When document supplied is not authentic (candidate deliberately forging or altering documents)
4.

Busy as Claimed

Student is currently enrolled / registered and studying
5.

Incomplete as Claimed

The student is not currently registered, but was in the past and have outstanding modules to complete
6.

Results Blocked

Students records blocked due to outstanding fees
7.

Cancel

Request cancelled by client

5. Client Needs
MIE’s clients require:













Complete Solution – one service provider for all checks
Fast Turnaround Times on Feedback
Access to the NQR® (National Qualifications Register) a well-known name in the industry
User Friendly system – SmartScreen / ePCV
MIE’s Capacity to deal with large volumes
Quality of Reports – we verify at source
Various results issued Negative, Fraudulent, Positive and Incomplete Results
Dedicated Account Manager and support teams
Established Supplier Agreements and Relationships
Global Qualification Verification
Invoice and manage over 3,000 accounts per month
Assist clients with disciplinary hearings in cases where employees lied about qualifications

MIE have integrated with various private system for qualification verifications:












PeopleFluent
HR Smart
SAP
AX2012
Adapt
Taleo
Cura
Oracle
Software Testing Solutions
Raptor
Graylink – Neptune
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6. Statistics
MIE already holds a fraudulent qualification database in excess of 16,000 records which has also been listed over the years with
the Southern African Fraud Prevention Services.

Qualification
Volume (All)

Tertiary
Volume
(All)

Fraudulent
Volume
(All)

Fraud
Tertiary
(SA)

Misrepresented (All)

Misrepresented
Tertiary (SA)

Foreign
Volume All

Foreign Volume
(Misrepresented / Fraud)

2015

497,619

242,259

2,219

278

13,568

9,285

13,781

432

2016

491,522

241,128

1,919

306

15,448

8,300

12,758

292

All

4,616,433

2,408,516

16,071

2,762

109,539

68,070

137,932

3,657

*Qualification volumes: Totals per year and type

7. Educational Institute Commendations
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8. National Credit Act
As a registered Credit Bureau, MIE is bound by the Act in reference, and in particular by the Regulations imposed by the National
Credit Regulator in support of the Act.
According to the National Credit Act Amendment 19 of 2014 (NCAA) as enacted and commenced on 13 March 2015 consent is
required for qualification and employment verifications.

9. General
Consent
Credential Verification checks cannot be performed on an individual without a signed consent/indemnity form.
Several items of legislation, including but not limited to the PoPI Act and the Constitution protects the rights and privacy of
individuals, and govern the Background Screening Process.
To this end, MIE has developed a standard Personal Credential Disclosure Form (often referred to as the PCV form or MIE
Consent Form) that must be completed before MIE can begin the verification process.
The MIE consent form already caters for the listing of individuals on various relevant fraud prevention bodies.
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